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Abstract
In this paper, the mechanical behaviors of the articular cartilage defect repaired area were studied
under cyclic compression loading, and also discussed the material parameters index of tissue engineered
cartilage (TEC) and loading frequency might prove beneficial. A dual-phase fiber-reinforced porous
elastic model of articular cartilage was established by finite element software COMSOL, in which depthdependent mechanical parameters of cartilage was considered. The stress distribution in the repaired
area, the displacement difference between two adjacent paths on both sides of the repaired interface and
the stress respond of the solid matrix to the cyclic loading was studied numerically. The mechanical
environment of the repaired area changed significantly. At the same frequency, the TEC with lower
elastic modulus (0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa), the maximum value of stress and the displacement difference
between adjacent paths were lower in the repaired area. The peak-peak value of stress respond curves of
solid matrix to cyclic loading at higher frequency (0.5 Hz) was lower than that at lower frequency (0.1
Hz) in each layer. According to the numerical simulation results in this paper, the TEC with elastic
modulus (0.3 Mpa) and the cyclic loading at frequency (0.5 Hz), the mechanical environment of the
repaired area was better than other conditions. This work has some guiding significance for the
development of biomedical basis and patients in clinical care and rehabilitation training technology.
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Introduction
Articular cartilage is a mechanical adapted tissue without blood
vessels, lymph, and nerves, and often endures complex stress
environment under physiological loading. TEC as substitute
material holds great promise to repair, regenerate, and/or
improve injured or diseased articular cartilage functionality
without the shortcomings. In the past decades, enormous
progress has been made in the optimization of strategies for
cartilage tissue engineering, which has been used in clinical
treatment, but to date, there are still many issues that need to be
researched. For example, Cartilage repair often results in fibrocartilaginous tissue without the production of normal hyaline
cartilage [1-3]. The mechanical environment has great effects
on the maintenance, growth and development of cartilage. It is
of great theoretical significance and practical value for
researching the mechanical behaviors of the articular cartilage
defect repaired area after implanting TEC during the treatment
of joint diseases, clinical diagnosis and the development of
artificial joint materials [4-6].
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Many experimental references suggested the effects of
different material characteristics on osteochondral defects
repair [7-10]. Frenkel et al. studied the restorative effects of
two TECs with different material characteristics on
osteochondral defects in rabbits, and the results showed that
the toughness of the host cartilage and the hardness of the
subchondral bone were changed after implantation of TEC [8].
Chen et al. found that if full-thickness defect of rabbit articular
cartilage was given exercise intervention, and it could promote
tissue repairing and synthesis of type II collagen and
proteoglycan, but we still have not known the mechanobiology
and biomechanics of the articular cartilage defect repaired area
[9].
There are few numerical analysis on the mechanical behaviors
of the articular cartilage defect repaired area after implanting,
although several computational models have been established
to investigate cartilage modeling and remodelling [11-13]. In
view of the complexity of stress loads and the diversity of
motion patterns in joint motion, it is difficult that the
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experimental studies on stress environment of cartilage be
carried out in vivo. The numerical simulation is a good method
studing on the mechanical behaviors of articular cartilage. In
1980, Mow proposed the theoretical model of cartilage twophase porous medium for the first time, and established a
precedent in calculating cartilage interstitial flow. The model
successfully described the mechanical behaviors of cartilage,
and opened the door to study of cartilage physiology and
mechanical biology [10]. Wang et al. established a dual-phase
model of cartilage, and the strain of solid matrix was studied
by numerical simulation under cyclic compressive loading, and
the effect of mechanical stimulation on arthritis was
investigated at the microscopic cellular level [14].
In this paper, the solid-liquid coupling biphasic mechanical
model of the articular cartilage was established by the finite
element software COMSOL. According to the curve contact
characteristics of the femur and tibia surface in the knee joint,
so the physiological load conformed to the Hertz distribution
law was applied to the articular surfaces. The frequencies of
cyclic compressive loading were 0.1 Hz and 0.5 Hz
respectively, a comparative study on the mechanical behaviors
of the defect repaired area was conducted by numerical
simulation. Through comparing the stress distribution of defect
repaired area, displacement difference between adjacent paths
on both sides of adhesion interface, the stress respond
characteristics of the solid matrix, to find out suitable
parameters to assist clinical treatment.

Figure 1. Model of articular cartilage defect and boundary pressure.

Reliability verification of cartilage model
After the continued efforts of many scholars, to establish the
mechanical model of articular cartilage has undergone the
process from single-phase to three-phase, isotropic to
anisotropic, linear elastic to hyper elastic and viscoelastic. The
structural features of cartilage were considered one by one, the
model was also getting closer to native cartilage [19]. There
are three common ways to measure mechanical behaviors of
cartilage by experimental method, for example, confined
compression, unconfined compression and indentation test. In
this paper, a cartilage model with fixed bottom and laterally
unconfined was established, which was consistent with the
experimental conditions of unconfined compression and closer
to the physiological environment of articular cartilage.

Materials and Methods
Modeling and material parameters setting
In daily activities, the contact stress of human knee joints
varies widely, such as walking, riding and climbing stairs, the
articular cartilage must bear a load equal to 6~10 times the
body weight [15]. Usually, stride frequency of the human being
is about 95 to 125 steps per min, that is, the frequency is 0.48
Hz to 0.63 Hz. In this paper, sinusoidal load was applied to the
joint surface to simulate physiological loads during
rehabilitation exercise. The frequencies of cyclic loading were
0.1 Hz and 0.5 Hz, the amplitude was 2000N, which was
equivalent to the force exerted on the joints during the walking
of a person who weighed around 65 kg.
The length and the thickness of the cartilage model were 20
mm and 2 mm, the length and the depth of the middle layer
defect were 2 mm and 0.7 mm (Figure 1), and the TEC with
elastic modulus(0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa, 0.6 MPa, and 0.9MPa).
According to the difference of the content of the solid matrix
and mechanical properties in each layer, the articular cartilage
is divided into the superficial layer, middle layer and deep
layer [16].
The depth-dependent material parameters of articular cartilage,
for instance, the elastic modulus (E), permeability (k), and
Poisson’s ratio (v) were obtained by a higher number of
experiments, which improved the theoretical model of articular
cartilage [4,17-20].
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Figure 2. The simulation curve in this paper and test curve in the
literature [21].

In 2003, Meng et al. made a study on the creep test of human
articular cartilage, loaded at a uniform stress acceleration until
the strain reached 12.6%, at this point, the stress reached 2.75
MPa and remained constant, after that, strain increased with
time [21]. In this paper, the creep condition of the cartilage
model was studied by numerical simulation, applied the same
loading on cartilage surface as the literature [21]. The creep
curve of the cartilage finite element model in this paper was
compared with that of the cartilage creep test in the literature,
as shown in Figure 2, so you can see that the results obtained
by the two methods were in good agreement [21]. It showed
that the model in this paper was reasonable, and could
guarantee the validity of the follow-up analysis.
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In recent years, with the development of tissue engineering
technology, it hopefully will be a method to cure cartilage
injuries, while the factors that influence the final restorative
effect in clinic has become one of the hot issues of research.

Results
The stress contours of the cartilage defect repaired
area
The stress contours of cartilage defect repaired area under
cyclic loading at frequencies (0.1 Hz, 0.5 Hz) were obtained, as
shown in Figure 3. The difference of mechanical properties
between TEC and the host cartilage resulted in stress
concentration at the repaired boundary, for TEC with various
elastic modulus (0.1 Mpa, 0.3 Mpa, 0.6 Mpa, 0.9 Mpa). In
addition, the cartilage is fixed on the subchondral bone, owing
to the subchondral bone limits the tangential displacement of
the cartilage, and stress concentration also appeared in this
area. The TEC with lower elastic modulus (0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa),
the maximum stress appeared on both sides of the vertical
adhesive interface. The TEC with higher elastic modulus (0.6
MPa, 0.9 MPa), the maximum stress appeared at bottom side
of the adhesive interface. By comparing the maximum stress in
a variety of situations, TEC with lower elastic modulus (0.3
Mpa), and the cyclic loading at higher frequency (0.5 Hz), the
mechanical environment of the defect repaired area was better
than other situations.

shown in Figure 1) was studied, to predict the reasons of
cracking at adhesive interface.
For the TEC with lower elastic modulus (0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa), it
was known from the comparison that the displacement
difference between two paths at higher frequency (0.5 Hz) was
less than that at lower frequency (0.1 Hz), as shown in Figures
4a and 4b. For the TEC with higher elastic modulus (0.6 MPa,
0.9 MPa), the displacement difference between two paths in
the superficial layer significantly increased under cyclic
loading at frequency (0.1 Hz, 0.5 Hz), as shown in Figures 4c
and 4d, that is, the vertical adhesive interface between host
cartilage and TEC may crack from top to bottom. By contrast,
if the TEC with lower elastic modulus (0.3 Mpa) was used to
repair the cartilage defect, and the applied cyclic loading at
higher frequency (0.5 Hz), which was beneficial to defect
repairing

Figure 4. Displacement of two paths under cyclic loading at
frequency (0.1 Hz, 0.5 Hz). (a-d) TEC with elastic modulus (0.1 MPa,
0.3 MPa, 0.6 MPa and 0.9 MPa respectively).

Stress respond of solid matrix to the cyclic loading

Figure 3. The stress contours of defect repaired area. (a-d) Frequency
(0.1 Hz), and TEC with elastic modulus (0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa, 0.6 MPa,
0.9 MPa); (e-h) Frequency (0.5 Hz) and TEC with elastic modulus
(0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa, 0.6 MPa, 0.9 MPa).

The destruction of cartilage solid matrix is the macroscopic
expression of its micro-structure damage. The main reason for
cartilage degeneration is that the mechanical environment of
chondrocytes embedded in solid matrix beyond the range of
physiological loads, which causes chondrocytes to fail to
normal gene expression, even damage and destruction. As a
result, articular cartilage can't maintain its mechanical
properties and the topological construction, ultimately, result in
cartilage becoming vestigial.

The displacement difference between two paths on the
both sides of vertical adhesive interface
Clinically, medical biological glue can be used to glue TEC to
the host cartilage for repairing the defect, but the long-term
restorative effect is uncertain, that is, adhesive interface
cracking and degeneration of the host cartilage has become
commonplace. In this paper, the displacement difference
between two paths on both sides of the defect repaired
interface (the path 1 in the host cartilage, the path 2 in TEC, as
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Figure 5. The stress respond curves of intact cartilage to cyclic
loading at frequency (0.1 Hz) with time. (a) Superficial layer; (b)
Middle layer; (c) Deep layer.

Owing to the mechanical properties of TEC are not comparable
to those of natural cartilage, the mechanical environment of the
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defect repaired area was changed significantly. Stress respond
curves of each layer solid matrix to cyclic loading, which could
be quantitatively studied by taking a point in the superficial
layer, middle layer and deep layer of the host cartilage,
respectively. Generally speaking, the stress concentration in the
adjacent area of adhesive interface was more pronounced, so
the selected three points was very close to interface and on a
vertical line. The curves of stress respond with time were
obtained by numerical simulation, as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
In this paper, to study the difference of stress respond law
between intact cartilage and defect repaired cartilage to cyclic
compression loading.

repaired cartilage and the intact cartilage were listed in Table 1.
In conclusion, the TEC with elastic modulus (0.3 Mpa), the
stress distribution in the repaired was more reasonable for
superficial layer defect repairing.
Table 1. Percentages of the maximum values of stress respond curve.
Load frequency (Hz)

0.1

0.5

Elastic modulus of TEC (Mpa)

0.1

0.3

0.1

0.3

Superficial layer (%)

344.4

295.7

357.7

288.8

Middle layer (%)

116.8

112

126.8

111.3

Deep layer (%)

89.7

106.6

101.3

143.8

Discussion
In this paper, the mechanical behaviors of the articular
cartilage defect repaired area under cyclic compression loading
were studied by numerical simulation. The results showed that,
at the same loading frequency, elastic modulus of TEC has a
significant influence on the mechanical environment of the
defect repaired area.

Figure 6. The stress respond curves of each layer host cartilage of
defect repaired area with time. (a, b) Frequency (0.1 Hz), the TEC
with elastic modulus (0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa); (c, d) Frequency (0.5 Hz),
the TEC with elastic modulus (0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa).

For the intact cartilage, the stress respond curves of each layer
solid matrix varied periodically with the time, owing to the
peak-peak values of the stress respond curves were extremely
close at two frequencies (0.1 Hz, 0.5 Hz), so only the stress
respond curves at frequency (0.1 Hz) was given, as shown in
Figure 5, in this paper. The peak-peak values of the steadystate responds curves of superficial layer, middle layer and
deep layer were 0~14.175 KPa, 0~22.103 KPa, 0~10.175 KPa,
respectively. It was obvious that the upper peak value of stress
respond curve of the middle layer was highest, and lower peak
value was 0 for each layer. The frequency of cyclic loading has
little influence on the peak-peak values of the stress respond
curves of the intact cartilage.
The TEC with lower elastic modulus (0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa), the
mechanical environment of the defect repaired area was better
from previous studies. The stress respond curves of each layer
of the host cartilage with time, as shown in Figure 6.
Compared with the intact cartilage, the stress respond curves of
each layer to the cyclic loading changed significantly after the
defect repairing, the peak-peak values of stress respond curves
in each layer increased. The peak-peak value of stress respond
curves of the superficial layer was greater than that of the
middle layer, and increased significantly. For the middle layer,
the upper peak values increased less, and lower peak values
increased by a higher margin. The peak-peak values increased
within a narrow range for the deep layer. Percentages of the
upper peak values of stress respond curves of the defect
1678

The stress concentration phenomenon appeared at the bottom
of the adhesive surface for the TEC with lower elastic modulus
(0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa). There was serious stress concentration on
both sides of the vertical adhesive interface, and obvious
displacement differences between two paths close to vertical
adhesive interface in superficial layer, for the TEC with higher
elastic modulus (0.6 MPa, 0.9 MPa); this was also the main
reason for adhesive interface cracking and TEC peeling off
from host cartilage. After TEC implantation, the immediate
mechanical behaviors of the cartilage defect repaired area
under static compressive loading was investigated in vitro, the
stress concentration at the interface was found [22]. Usually,
the tissue deformation is less than 20% under physiological
cyclic loading; it is believed that the cartilage will not cause
substantial damage [10]. The deformation of the solid matrix
can also reflect the carrying capacity of the cartilage to some
extent, the displacement difference between two paths (path 1
in the host cartilage, path 2 in the TEC) close to the vertical
adhesive interface was studied under cyclic compressive
loading, in this paper, for the first time, to reveal factors that
caused repair boundary cracking from the elastic modulus of
TEC, frequency of cyclic loading, etc.
In addition, after implanting TEC, appropriate cyclic
compressive loading stimulation is beneficial to the
maintenance of physiological function of articular cartilage.
The synthesis of cartilage collagen was impaired with the
increase of frequency of cyclic loading. The cyclic loading at
frequency (1.0 Hz), the cartilage was loaded 3600 times,
Clements et al. deduced that collagen was weakened with an
increase of cartilage inhibitors, furthermore, the ability of
cartilage to restore its original configuration was attenuated as
the cyclic loading frequency increased [23]. Nuclear factor
kappa B (NF-kB) is involved in acute and chronic
inflammatory respond by modulating numerous pro-
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inflammatory and anti-inflammatory factors, Madhavan et al.
believed that cyclic stress stimulation can protect cartilage by
inhibiting nuclear factor NF kappa B transcriptional activity
[24]. If the frequency of cyclic loading in an appropriate range,
it is beneficial to cartilage growth and defect repairing. In this
paper, comparative study on the mechanical behaviors of the
defect repaired area under cyclic loading at frequencies (0.1
Hz, 0.5 Hz) was made. The results showed that some
parameters index such as stress field, displacement difference
between two paths close to the vertical adhesive interface and
stress respond of solid matrix in each layer under loading at
frequency (0.5 Hz) were better than that at frequency (0.1 Hz).
0.5 Hz is in the range of human body walking at frequency
(0.48 Hz~0.63 Hz), so after defect repairing, the patient should
exercise moderately, a better mechanical environment can be
obtained in the repaired area.
The mechanical behaviors of the articular cartilage defect
repaired area still need experimental research after implanting
TEC, although the numerical simulations of defect repaired
area were studied by FEM. The mechanical behaviors of defect
repaired area can be researched by digital image correlation
technology, which can obtain the strain distribution of defect
repaired area after implanting TEC. Digital image correlation
technology can recognize the changed images by noise
removal using adaptive filter, segmentation using region
growing algorithm and genetic algorithm with fuzzy classifier,
which will verify the numerical simulation results and the laws
of strain distribution within the defect repair area in the future
research [25-28].
There were still some shortcomings in this paper. The location
of the points in each layer was relatively extensive, which has
certain influence on the research. Only middle layer defect
repairing was considered, clinically, there are also superficial
layer and deep layer defect repairing. Furthermore, only the
cyclic loading at two frequencies was studied, and less than 0.1
Hz and greater than 0.5 Hz need further study.

Conclusion
The mechanical behaviors of the articular cartilage repaired
area are one of the main factors that affect the clinical repairing
effect. The change of the mechanical behaviors of the defect
repaired area was mainly relating to the properties of TEC
materials. In addition, the frequency of cyclic loading also
affects the repairing effect to a certain extent. The mechanical
behaviors of middle layer defect repaired area were studied in
this paper, such as the stress field, the displacement difference
of adjacent two paths and the stress respond of each layer.
By comparing the results of data analysis, it can be found that
the TEC with elastic modulus (0.3 Mpa) and the cyclic loading
at frequency (0.5 Hz) was more available can benefit defect
repairing. Therefore, the loading at moderate frequency can be
obtained by daily exercise, which can create a favorable
mechanical environment for restoration. The results of this
study have certain guiding significance for clinical cartilage
defects repairing.
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